Endless Forms Exhibit Details

Size:
- Museum: Sq. ft. is 1634; linear ft. 172
  - 536 sq. ft. or 55 linear feet climate controlled and lit to museum standards (works on paper)
  - 1099 sq. ft. or 117 linear ft. indoor space for gallery display

Venue period: up to 12 weeks

Accompaniments: text panels, interpretation, labels and design and graphics, interpretive panels for your living display.

Museum exhibition features:
- Species-level “trifectas” of botanical evidence featuring an herbarium specimen, a spirit specimen, and a botanical illustration
- Historical texts
  - Illustrations of Orchidaceous Plants, produced in the 1830s by Francis Bauer.
  - A facsimile of Ferdinand Bauer’s color chart with Haenke’s Malaspina colour-chart: an enigma
  - A facsimile of Charles Darwin’s Notes on the Fertilization of Orchids, 1869, an illustration of Angrecum sesquipedale, 1888, and a Xanthopan morgani morgani or Morgan’s Sphinx Moth specimen
  - Carl Linnaeus’ Species plantarum, third edition (2 vols.), 1764, and Genera plantarum, new edition, 1767

- Designs for six didactic panels featuring the most commonly found orchids: Cattleya, Dendrobium, Oncidium, Paphiopedilum, Phalaenopsis, and Vanda.